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Speaking the Language of Color
facebook.com/VisionsInc

Color is an essential element of communication. It can be used to shape perceptions, affect
reactions, influence choices, and provoke responses. In marketing materials, it adds a dynamic
to the structure—the general form and direction—of the words and image by highlighting and
marking important content. The more you understand the language of color, the more effective
you will be in speaking to your customers and prospects with your printed materials and web
site.

How we see color
Science describes how humans perceive color. Specifically, color is light. In his 1704 book
Opticks, the English natural philosopher Sir Isaac Newton described the fundamental nature of
light as color. The book was based on his observation that when pure white light passes through
a prism, it separates into a spectrum of seven hues (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet) known as the visual spectrum.
In Opticks Newton clearly states that color is not a property of objects observed or of light.
Rather, it is a product of the mind. His proof was that he could create a color that was not part
of the light spectrum (magenta) by overlapping two hues that were a part of it (red and violet).
When he connected the red and violet ends of the spectrum, he created the first color wheel,
thus showing the relationship between the colors in the visible spectrum.

Types of color wheels
A color wheel is arranged according to the chromatic relationship of the colors. The
relationships are primary, secondary, tertiary, complementary and analogous.
• Primary: three hues (i.e. colors) that form the basis of the color wheel. These colors cannot
be created by mixing others.
• Secondary: three hues created by mixing two primary colors. Secondary hues appear between
primary hues on the wheel.

• Tertiary: six hues created by mixing a primary and secondary
hue that appear between them on the wheel.

• 93% of customers place visual appearance and color among all
other factors when shopping.

• Complementary: hues located opposite each other on the
wheel.

• 85% cite color as a primary reason for buying a particular
product.

• Analogous: hues located close together on the wheel.

• Color increased brand recognition by 80%

A color wheel based on the primary colors of red, green and blue
(RGB) and secondary colors of cyan (blue), magenta and yellow
describes an additive color system. Additive color is created with
light. It begins with black (the absence of light) and creates color
by mixing red, green and blue light. When combined in equal
amounts, red, green and blue light appears white. Televisions,
computer monitors, and smart phone screens are examples of
the RGB color wheel.

• Some colors are associated with types of customers. Yellow is
used to attract window shoppers; red is often seen in clearance
sales; blue is used by banks and businesses to create a sense
of trust and security; green is used in stores for relaxation. Red,
orange, black and royal blue attract impulse shoppers and are
used for fast food and outlet malls. Navy blue and teal appeal
to shoppers on a budget, and are used by banks and large
department stores. Pink, sky blue and rose attract traditional
buyers, and are used by clothing stores.

A color wheel based on the primary colors of cyan, magenta
and yellow (CMY) and secondary colors or red, green and
blue, describes a subtractive color system. Unlike the additive
system that combines (adds) to produce white light, the
subtractive system absorbs (subtracts) different hues of white
light. An object (like paper) reflects unabsorbed light, creating
color. When combined in equal amounts, all the colors of the
subtractive color wheel produce black (though it looks more
like muddy brown). Color printing and color photography are
examples of the CMY color system. (The K in CYMK printing is
an abbreviation for black ink used in place of the muddy brown
resulting from equal parts of CMY.)
An artist’s color wheel, based on the primary colors of red, blue
and yellow and secondary colors of green, orange and violet, is
also a subtractive color method.

Lack of overlap between color systems
The additive and subtractive color systems are not perfectly
overlapping. You might be aware of this if you’ve ever noticed
a difference between the color displayed on your computer
monitor and the same color used on a printed piece.

The Logo Company, a graphic design firm in New York, published
a color emotion guide with examples of corporate logos for each
color.
• Yellow: optimism, clarity, warmth. A rich color that invokes gold
and treasure. Used by McDonald’s, Hertz, Best Buy, Shell Oil,
Sun Chips, Spring, Subway.
• Orange: friendly, cheerful, confident, creative, youthful,
enthusiastic. Used by Nickelodeon, Fanta, Crush, Hooters, Gulf
Oil, Firefox, Home Depot, Harley-Davidson.
• Red: excitement, youthful, bold, warm, exciting, sexy, urgent.
Used by Nintendo, K Mart, Coca Cola, Target, Lego, Kellogg’s,
Netflix.
• Purple: creative, imaginative, wise. Suggests images of
grandeur, opulence, mysticism. Used by Syfy Channel,
Hallmark, Yahoo!, Taco Bell, Cadbury.
• Blue: trust, dependability, strength. Suggests calm and
tranquility. Used by Dell, IBM, Intel, AT&T, Pfizer, WalMart,
Volkswagen, Oreo, HP, Twitter, IBM, JP Morgan.
• Green: peaceful, serene, growth, health. Whole Foods, John
Deere, Girl Scouts, Animal Planet, H&R Block, Starbucks.

The reason for the difference is based on science. The human
eye can see billions of colors in the visible spectrum; RGB light
can reproduce 16 million colors; CYMK printing can reproduce
five to six thousand colors. When a color is in both the RGB and
CMYK color gamuts, it may look identical. But, if an RGB color is
outside the CMYK gamut, it may be quite different. Please keep
this in mind if you are creating the artwork for the printed piece
yourself. (When we are designing, we automatically work in the
CMYK color space.)

Blue and red are the most popular logo colors for the world’s top
brands—a fact that has remained true over the years. In 2003,
Wired magazine reported that two-thirds of corporate American
logos were either blue or red (with blue logos slightly ahead of
red). Seven years later (2010) this was still true, and again in
2013.

How color affects purchasing decisions

Understand the language of color

During the decision-making process of a purchase, color is
a very influential factor on the subconscious mind. In 2010,
Kissmetrics, a customer analytics platform for small and midsized companies, published a series of infographics on how
colors affect purchases. Among the findings:

Color is a language that appeals to emotion. Learning to use
it can enhance the effectiveness of your efforts to persuade
customers and prospects to buy from you. To learn more about
how to put color to work in your marketing materials, contact
{RepFullName] at {RepPhone] for an appointment. We will be
happy to assist.
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Providing you an edge in print communications.

• Gray/Silver: balance, neutral, calm. Mercedes Benz, Honda,
Apple.
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When you need a full-color photograph to illustrate a brochure or other
printed piece, consider using stock photography—a photograph taken by
a professional photographer and licensed for use for a fee. Once the fee
is paid, you can use the photograph repeatedly, usually without paying
royalties.
Stock photo images are readily available for immediate download from the
web. Most are organized into collections on a specific topic like holidays
or nature or landscapes. Collections are also available for textures,
finishes and special effects. Often there is a choice of high resolution (for
use in printed materials) or lower resolution (for use on a web site).
Here are a few popular stock photo publishers: CorbisImages (www.
corbisimages.com); Photo Disc (www.gettyimages.com/collections/
photodisc); istockphoto (www.istockphoto.com); Shutterstock (www.
shutterstock.com); Adobe Stock (https://stock.adobe.com); 123RF
(www.123rf.com); and Bigstock (www.bigstockphoto.com).

Q

a
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What is in color printing ink?

The ink used for offset printing is an organic or
inorganic pigment dissolved or suspended in a
solvent—primarily linseed oil, soybean oil or a heavy
petroleum distillate. Ink also contains additives
(waxes, lubricants, surfactants, and drying agents) to
aid printing.
Writing ink was developed before printing ink. The
first writing ink appeared about 2500 BC in Egypt
and China and consisted of animal or vegetable
charcoal—also called lampblock—mixed with glue or
gum. It wasn’t until about 1410 AD that printing ink
was invented, based on cooking the oil paint used for
painting pictures. Johannes Gutenberg, the inventor
of movable type, is credited with developing an oilbased printing ink that could easily transfer from
metal type to paper.

The color in writing inks originated from organic
materials—fruit or vegetable juices; secretions
from squid, cuttlefish or octopus, that the animals
use for protective coloring; blood from certain
shellfish; and tannin from nuts or bark from trees.
Today color printing ink comes from organic
pigments—synthetic materials formed under
specific conditions to produce the desired color and
crystal size. Black ink is made from carbon black, a
fine carbon powder made by burning hydrocarbons
in insufficient air.

763-425-4251
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The word color is from the Old Latin word colos meaning a covering, akin to hiding or
concealing. Chromatophobia is an abnormal and persistent fear of colors. Here are some more
fun facts about color:
• Red. Men and women see red differently as red is related to the X chromosome (women
have two; men only one). Red is the first color a baby sees. Because red has the longest
wave length, it can be seen from a long distance—which is why it is used for stop signs.
• Blue. Blue is the world’s most popular color. 33% of the world’s top 100 brands use a blue
logo. 53% of the world’s flags contain blue. Blue and white are the most common school
colors. Blue is the most popular toothbrush color. Blue has very few connections to taste or
smell, therefore, it may act as an appetite suppressant.
• Green. The easiest color for the human eye to process, it can detect more shades of green
than any other color. That’s why night vision goggles use a green phosphor. Only 1-2%
of the human population has green eyes. The U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing uses
green ink because the color is resistance to chemical and physical changes.
• Yellow. Black on yellow is the color pairing with the strongest impact. American school
buses are yellow because people see yellow faster than any other color, including 125%
faster than red. Yellow is the most appetizing color.
• Orange. Prescription bottles are orange or light brown to prevent UV light from entering,
which might degrade the pills inside. Prison jumpsuits are orange so inmates are easy to
spot while in transit or in public.
• Black and White. Scientists and researchers consider black to be the absence of color and
white the mixture of all colors. Artists and painters consider white to be the absence of
color and black to be a color. Adidas created the black-and-white paneled soccer ball for
the 1970 World Cup so it would catch the eyes of viewers as it moved across black-andwhite TV screens.

Additive primary colors: the primary

colors of light—red, green and blue—from
which all other colors can be made.

Analogous color: colors next to each

other on the color wheel, share the same
undertones, and harmonize when placed
next to each other.

Black: the absence of light; the color

produced when an object absorbs all light.

Brightness: the degree to which a color
sample appears to reflect light.

Chroma: the intensity, purity, clarity or

saturation of a color. Measured by how far it
departs from grayness.

Color space: the three-dimensional
representation of the colors that can be
produced by a color model (e.g. RGB or
CMYK).
Color wheel: representation of the

relationship of the seven hues in the visible
light spectrum.

Complementary color: colors that are

opposite each other on the color wheel.
When placed side-by-side, complementary
colors make the other color appear brighter.
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Hue: the pure spectrum colors of the
rainbow—red, orange, yellow, blue, green
and violet. All hues can be mixed from
primary colors.
Lightness: a range from dark (0%) to

fully illuminated (100%) used to lighten
or darken a color. An original hue has a
lightness level of 50%.

Monochromatic color: all the tints,
tones, and shades of a single hue.
Primary colors: colors that cannot be

made by mixing and from which all other
colors are made. The primary colors of light
are red, green and blue (additive primaries).
The primary colors of pigments are cyan,
magenta and yellow (subtractive primaries).

Shade: a darker version of a color, made by
adding black.

Subtractive primary colors: the
primary colors of pigments—cyan,
magenta and yellow—from which all other
subtractive colors can be made.
Tint: a lighter version of a color, made by
adding white.
Tone: the lightness/darkness value of an
image. The tonal range of an image is the
transition from the light areas to the dark
areas.

www.visionsfirst.com

Cleaning Up Your Data
Typical Data Issues We Encounter With
Supplied Lists
When it comes to digital printing, the quality of your list data is
an important factor in meeting your turn-around expectations.
Here are the typical problems we encounter with list data:
• Name Personalization. We often see list data with the name
exported as a single, full name field, yet the layout calls for
first-name personalization. This requires extra processing,
and can be inexact when it comes to multiple word first or last
names. If your layout calls for first-name personalization, try to
export your name as two, discrete fields.
• Address Export Format. We use powerful mail processing
software that standardizes the addressing of your mail
piece based on postal regulations. This software requires
that address data be exported as separate fields (address
1, address 2, city, state, zip). If the address information is
formatted as a single field, the data will need extra processing
and time to carefully check the result for accuracy.
• Incomplete Records. We routinely see records within lists that
lack the basic information required to mail—such as missing
or incorrect zip codes, address information, contact names, or
required fields used in the layout.

Variable Data Substitution Types
• Text. The most basic variable type, a text value in the record
replaces the placeholder text in the layout.
• Calculation. A calculation variable combines one or more
variable values and static text to create the value for each
record. You could calculate the [fullname] variable, for
example, by combining [firstname], a space and [lastname].
• Color. You can define Pantone or CMYK color values as a
variable. In this case, you define a color not otherwise used as
a placeholder—we replace all instances of that color with the
color associated with each record or with a logic statement
(e.g. if male, blue; if female, red).
• Image. You can create image substitution variables by
including a file name with the data for each record. You’ll need
to supply us with all of the files that will be substituted, along
with the image placeholder file name that has been included in
the master layout.
• Layout. Finally, you can define multiple base layouts for your
job if you identify the layout file to use with each record. An
example of where this might be applicable would be an event
sponsored by two organizations. Invitations mailed to each
contact could reflect the branding of the organization that
supplied the contact to be processed.

Get a handle on these three issues, and your mailings will sail
through our plant smoothly!

Visions
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Has Technology Killed the Business Card?

Here’s an intriguing question—can you name a digital
technology that has the equivalent universality of a printed
business card? Lots of digital technologies—smart phones, the
electronic Rolodex, social media sites like LinkedIn—provide
ways to access, organize and display the contact information
found on a printed business card. However, none offer the ease
of exchange between any giver and any receiver as a printed
business card.
A January 2014 survey by DesignCrowd.com of 1000 small
businesses in the United States, United Kingdom and Australia
revealed that 87% of respondents exchange business cards
when meeting someone for the first time. Two-thirds of
respondents said they subsequently enter the business card
information into a smart phone or Rolodex. While contact
information may ultimately be transferred to a digital format, the
printed business card is still the best way to get information into
the hands of a customer or prospect.

The business card appearance
Besides being a very efficient way to provide contact
information, today’s business card is part of the business or
organization’s brand strategy. This makes it imperative that the
business card design match all other printed materials and the
company web site.
In face-to-face meetings, your business card may be the first
time a customer or prospect sees your company’s visual
image. To make the best impression, the card needs to be of
high quality in all aspects—tactile feel (i.e. the quality of the
paper); design elements (layout, typography, color palette); and
readability (font size, font styles, color of type).
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A standard business card measures 2 inches x 3-2/2 inches and
should be printed on a heavy card stock. If you intend to write
notes on the back of the card, be sure that side does not have a
coating, either on the paper itself or one applied after printing
(unless the coating explicitly accepts ink, called pencil receptive
aqueous coating).
Other options for business cards include foldover, under- or
over-sized, portrait rather than landscape orientation, die cut in
shapes besides rectangular, and printed on unusual substrates
(such as wood or metal). These have been touted as a way to be
memorable or to create a conversation. But a recipient who uses
a digital organization system will transfer the information then
toss the card, negating its long-term impact. Other people find
that bulky or odd-shaped cards don’t fit well in a manual filing
system and may discard them.

Business card content
The essential information to include on a business card is still
the same: logo and name of company or organization, name
of individual, physical or mailing address and phone number.
Technology has also made these elements essential: company
web page URL, individual’s email address and mobile phone
number.
Optional elements include additional phone numbers, FAX
number, social media links, company or organization tag line,
the individual’s job title or position, and a photograph. As a
guideline, group information about the individual together
(name, job title, direct or mobile phone number, email address).

www.visionsfirst.com

Trends on business card design and
content
As business cards move from conveying contact information to
becoming part of a company or organization’s brand identity, new
trends are emerging. Here are a few to consider:
• Branding. The company logo, tag line or brand promise,
typography and color palette have assumed much greater
importance. With so many customers and prospects
investigating potential vendors by visiting web sites and
social media profiles, it is critical that the visual impression be
consistent from print to digital. For an established company
that has recently established or updated a web site, there could
be a serious discrepancy between the new image and what
appears on the business card.
• Simplicity. Business cards are moving toward a minimalistic
design—clean, strong lines; clear, legible fonts (reminiscent
of those used on web sites); solid blocks of color, and creative
use of typography. Avoid a business card that is packed with
information, images, and using too many colors.
• More simplicity. Because company details can easily be
accessed at the web site with any electronic device, it is
no longer crucial to explain the business or the products
and services offered. More important is the individual’s
information—name, title, direct or mobile phone number, and
email address.
• Two-sided printing. Today there is so much information and so
many images to include on a business card that there may not
be enough room on the face. To keep the front side of the card
clean and simple, put information of secondary importance on
the reverse.
• QR codes. The trend in using QR codes on business cards is
not clear. QR codes have not proved to be the digital marketing
tool they were once thought to be, and there is some evidence
that they may be replaced by image recognition technology. If
you do use a QR code on the business card, be sure it goes to
the right landing page—such as an “About” page with a video
or a form to complete to request more information.

envelopes) professionally designed. A designer will skillfully
use typography and color to manage the business card content,
emphasizing what is most important while keeping the content
legible and the business card uncluttered.
The same concept applies to having business cards professionally
printed. Both offset and digital printing provide a wider choice
of business card stock that can be printed on a desktop printer.
After printing, the cards will be precision-cut with a guillotinestyle cutter so all will be precisely the same size and straight. In
addition, a professional printer can offer high-quality additional
services such as foil stamping, blind embossing, and die cutting.

Effective use of business cards
The best way to use your business cards is to get them in
circulation. Keep cards with you all the time—not just during
business hours—so you can give them out as appropriate in both
business and personal settings. Keep a supply in your car, home,
and office so you can replenish as needed. Reorder in enough time
to avoid running out of cards. Here are some other ideas:
• Include a business card in correspondence or when shipping a
package. It will identify you even before the recipient reads the
letter or opens the package.
• When making contact with a prospect or potential customer,
ask to trade business cards. If you receive a business card as
well as providing one, you will gain control of the follow-up
actions.
• When presenting a business card, jot something on it to remind
the person of your conversation or where you met. If someone
asks you for a piece of paper to write a note, offer a business
card.

We are business card experts
We have been printing business cards ever since we opened for
business in 1989—since before there was do-it-yourself desktop
publishing and online business card printers. Depending on the
design of your business cards and your budget, we can print
the cards in a number of ways. We can also design, refresh or
redesign your business cards to reflect current trends.

Given the importance of business cards in brand identity, the
trend toward simplicity, and the need to incorporate a large
amount of content, it is prudent to have business cards (and
accompanying business stationery such as letterheads and

For effective business
cards, contact
[RepFullName]
at [RepPhone]

Visions
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Direct Mail is Alive and Well!
According to the DMA, direct mail delivers a higher response rate than all digital channels
combined, and is still a popular tactic for successful companies across the United States.
Visions provides full service in house-mailing capabilities. From start to finish, we will
make sure your campaign is delivered on schedule and
according to plan. Our mailing services include
NCOA, CASS certification, ink jetting, bar coding,
inserting, tabbing, list hygiene, bagging and
poly wrapping, kitting and warehousing,
list purchasing, personalized printing,
data management, and more!

Contact [RepName] at [RepPhone] or [Repemail] for more details.
This newsletter is printed on
80# Winner gloss text.

